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ABSTRACT It is increasingly popular to use behavioral targeting in online coupon service for targeted
coupon delivery, wherein customized coupons can be delivered to only eligible users whose behavioral
profilesmatch targeting profiles specified by the vendor.While allowing the vendor to personalize the service
and build loyalty, such practice also raises the security challenges of protecting users’ behavioral profiles and
the vendor’ targeting profiles. Our research caters for the trend of targeted coupons yet aims to offer privacy
assurance. Unlike prior works which are largely constrained by the mere support for secure behavioral
targeting, we ambitiously target a new system design that uniquely provides comprehensive functionalities to
satisfy practical needs. Specifically, we explore and present the first full-fledged system design for targeted
coupon service with three practical functionalities: (i) Private range search on coupon discounts: it enables
a user to securely search for encrypted targeted coupons with certain discount range; (ii) Private behavioral
targeting: it ensures that only eligible users can decrypt the ciphertexts of targeted coupons obtained from
search; (iii) Private blockchain-empowered coupon redemption: it enables coupon redemption to be securely
and transparently settled on the blockchain. We conduct extensive experiments and the results show that our
secure system design is practically affordable.

INDEX TERMS Privacy, targeted coupon service, secure range search, behavioral targeting, blockchains.

I. INTRODUCTION
Providing coupons to customers is one of the most popu-
lar methods for vendors to boost their sales and increase
customer loyalty. In recent years, it has become an increas-
ingly popular practice for vendors to delegate the man-
agement and delivery of (digital) coupons to a reputable
third-party platform (called broker) such as Groupon [1] and
RetailMeNot [2]. This can bring many benefits to the vendor
such as ease of storage and management, increased brand
exposure, and service scalability. In the meantime, the preva-
lence of online shopping leads to the increasing popularity of
behavioral targeting [3], [4], which aims to personalize the
online service based on user behaviors, such as geographic
location, browsing histories, and purchase behaviors.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Christian Esposito.

Among others, one intriguing and increasingly popular
application of behavioral targeting in the coupon service
is targeted coupons [4], where the vendor wants to deliver
customized coupons only to eligible users whose behavioral
profiles match a targeting profile specified by the vendor. For
example, a user who buys frequently from the vendor should
be treated much better than a user who just makes visits but
has not purchased anything. Such targeted coupons provide a
highly effective way for the vendor to personalize the coupon
service and build loyalty, offering discounts only for those
users who deserve the rewards.

Despite the intriguing benefits, the application of targeted
coupons requires the collection of users’ personal behavioral
information and raises critical privacy concerns. Meanwhile,
on the vendor side, it is also required that non-eligible users
should learn nothing about the targeting profile and should
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not get the coupons. Otherwise, non-eligible users may try
to exploit the information they learn so as to obtain targeted
coupons [4]–[6], compromising the interests of the vendor.
Therefore, both user privacy and vendor protection should be
enforced.

In the literature, few works have been done on
privacy-aware targeted coupon delivery [4]–[6]. Prior
works are largely constrained by the mere support for
privacy-preserving behavioral targeting. They do not enable
a full-fledged targeted coupon system suited for satisfying
practical needs, which are elaborated as follows. Firstly,
in practice users may wish to search for targeted coupons
containing particular discounts that they are interested in,
before the behavioral targeting process is initiated. For exam-
ple, a user may want to search for targeted coupons which
contain discounts between 20% to 30%. Such range query
enables a user to effectively narrow down the set of targeted
coupons and derive a small candidate set of targeted coupons
pertaining to their interests. The challenge here, however,
is that such a search functionality needs to be supported in a
privacy-preserving manner, due to that the third-party broker
hosting the coupons could be untrusted and may attempt to
learn the user’s interests.

In addition, the redemption of targeted coupons also
requires careful treatment. For coupon redemption, the con-
ventional and common practice is as follows. The user first
sends the redemption request to the vendor, who then verifies
the validity of the coupon. If the coupon is valid, the vendor
then charges the user and provides the corresponding item
or service to the user. In addition, the vendor pays a certain
service fee to the broker as a reward per successful coupon
redemption [7]. Such practice, however, is fully controlled by
the vendor, and may lead to critical problems. In particular,
the vendor may cheat in his counts of successful coupon
redemption so as to underpay the broker. In the extreme case,
the vendor may simply claim that no user has ever redeemed a
coupon. This is surely unfair to the broker and will undermine
the broker’s interests in providing coupon hosting service for
the vendor, putting up a barrier for the development of the
whole business.

Therefore, there is a pressing need to explore a new
full-fledged system design for targeted coupon service
that supports comprehensive functionalities for practical
deployment. To address such need, in this paper, we pro-
pose a new privacy-preserving system architecture for tar-
geted coupon service. Unlike prior works, our system
ambitiously takes the first attempt to uniquely support a
suite of secure functionalities for targeted coupon service:
(i) privacy-preserving range search on discounts of targeted
coupons, (ii) privacy-preserving behavioral targeting for tar-
geted coupon delivery, and (iii) privacy-preserving and trans-
parent coupon redemption via blockchains.

The privacy-preserving range search functionality enables
the user to securely search for encrypted targeted coupons
hosted by the broker which contain discounts that they are
interested in. During the search process, the broker learns

nothing about what kind of discount information the user
is interested in. In order to efficiently support such secure
search, our design resorts to an advanced cryptographic prim-
itive called order-revealing encryption (ORE) [8]. Intuitively
speaking, ORE is a technique that efficiently supports com-
parison on ciphertexts, and thus promises the functionality
that we aim to accomplish. However, the efficiency of most
practical ORE constructions comes at a price, as they cause
some information leakages such as order relations. A delicate
treatment of using ORE in our system is thus required. For
strong security guarantees, we propose a new ORE con-
struction which can hide the order information in the search
process.

With a set of encrypted targeted coupons obtained
through the privacy-preserving range search functionality,
the privacy-preserving behavioral targeting functionality can
then be initiated to enable only the eligible users to extract
the targeted coupons. Our behavioral targeting design, tai-
lored for our target broker-aided targeted coupon service
setting, ensures that only eligible users can recover the
coupon encryption keys for encrypted targeted coupons
where their behavioral profiles match the targeting profiles,
while non-eligible users learn nothing except their non-
eligibility. To cater for the practical needs of the vendor,
we show how to flexibly support both exact profile matching
and approximate profile matching in a privacy-preserving
manner.

For redemption of targeted coupons, we explore the use of
the emerging blockchain technology to support transparent
and enforced redemption processing. The blockchain serves
as a tamper-proof and transparent ledger, and also supports
enforced program execution via smart contracts [9], [10].
We propose to securely deploy the redemption process on the
blockchain so that the redemption process is fully transpar-
ent, eliminating the problems as posed by the conventional
vendor-centric redemption practice. At a high level, in our
system the blockchain receives the redemption request for
the user, and then verifies in a privacy-preserving manner
whether the targeted coupon claimed by the user is a valid
one and has not yet been spent. If the verification passes,
the blockchain then automatically charges the user for the
redemption of that targeted coupon, and transfers money to
the vendor as user payment and to the broker as a reward
fee.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We present a full-fledged system architecture for

privacy-preserving targeted coupon service, which is the first
that supports comprehensive functionalities of coupon dis-
count range search, behavioral targeting, and redemption, all
with privacy assurance.
• We propose a customized security design integrat-

ing the advanced cryptographic technique ORE to sup-
port privacy-preserving range search on targeted coupons’
discount information. We also propose a security design
enabling both exact matching and approximate matching of
behavioral profiles in a privacy-preserving manner.
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FIGURE 1. Our privacy-preserving targeted coupon service architecture.

• We present an endeavor in exploring secure coupon
redemption via the emerging blockchain technology and pro-
pose a working design supporting coupon redemption to be
automatically settled on the transparent blockchain while
ensuring on-chain data privacy.
•We conduct an extensive evaluation of our system design,

measuring computation, communication, and blockchain per-
formance. The results showcase that our secure system design
is practically affordable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview of our system framework. Section III
introduces some useful cryptographic primitives. Section IV
gives our security design on privacy-preserving range
search on coupon discount information. Section V shows
how behavioral targeting is applied in our system in
a privacy-preserving manner. Section VI presents the
blockchain-based coupon redemption design. Section VII
reports experimental results. Section VIII discusses the
related work. Section IX concludes the whole paper.

II. OVERVIEW
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Fig.1 illustrates the high-level architecture of our system
for privacy-preserving targeted coupon service.Users locally
maintain behavioral profiles on their devices and want to
enjoy targeted coupon service while having privacy assur-
ance. Vendor wants to provide targeted coupons to eligible
users whose behavioral profiles match a specific targeting
profile. For example, the vendor may leverage behavioral
data such as the number of products which a user purchased,
the average number of products per purchase, and the number
of carts that a user has created. For ease of management of tar-
geted coupons and service scalability, the vendor first resort
to the broker, possibly a cloud-based reputable platform such
as Groupon, for hosting encrypted targeted coupons. To cater
for users’ practical needs, the vendor will supply the bro-
ker with ciphertexts of targeted coupons that support secure
range search. This is to allow a user to search for targeted
coupons with specific discount information, before eligibility
test is initiated for behavioral targeting. Behavioral targeting

is performed in a privacy-preserving manner, so that eligible
users are able to decrypt targeted coupons located via range
search, and non-eligible users learn nothing except their non-
eligibility. Afterwards, a user who successfully obtains a tar-
geted coupon can redeem it. To protect the business interests
of the broker, our system deals with coupon redemption via
the blockchain. This makes the whole redemption process
transparent as well as automatically enforce the payment
settling among the user, vendor, and broker. We propose a
working design which protects on-chain data privacy while
well supporting verification of coupon validity as required in
coupon redemption.

B. SECURITY THREATS AND GOALS
We describe the threats from each party as considered in
our system. The broker will honestly follow our protocol,
yet attempts to infer the discount information pertaining to
a user’s interests, a user’s behavioral profile, the vendor’s
targeting profile, and the targeted coupons. The vendor wants
to perform behavioral targeting for coupon delivery, yet he is
curious in inferring users’ behavioral profiles and interested
discount information. In the coupon redemption process,
the vendor may attempt to cheat in the number of redeemed
coupons so as to underpay the rewards he should give to the
broker. A user may attempt to learn information about the
targeting profile of the vendor as well as get targeted coupons
that he is not eligible to get. For the blockchain, it is trusted for
integrity and availability, but not confidentiality, as in prior
blockchain applications (e.g., [10], [11]).

Our security goals are as follows. For security against the
broker, we aim to ensure that the broker learns no information
about the query and the behavioral profile of the user, the tar-
geted coupons and the targeting profile of the vendor. For
security against the user, we aim to ensure that non-eligible
users should not learn the targeting profile and the targeted
coupons of the vendor, during the process of behavioral tar-
geting based coupon delivery. For security against the vendor,
we aim to ensure that the vendor learns no information about
the behavioral profile and eligibility status of a user, during
the process of behavioral targeting based coupon delivery.
Meanwhile, the vendor should not learn with which user
he performs behavioral targeting as this leaks to the vendor
what kind of discount information that a particular user is
interested in. For the coupon redemption process, we aim to
ensure that the vendor cannot cheat in coupon redemption
rates.

III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES
A. ORDER-REVEALING ENCRYPTION
An order-revealing encryption (ORE) scheme is defined over
a well-ordered domainD, which consists of three algorithms:
(1) the setup algorithm OREsetup; (2) the encryption algo-
rithm OREenc; (3) the comparison algorithm OREcmp.
OREsetup (λ): The setup algorithm is a probabilistic algo-

rithm, which takes as input a security parameter λ and outputs
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a secret key sk . The secret key sk will be used by the data
owner to encrypt the message.
OREenc (sk, d): The encryption algorithm is a probabilis-

tic algorithm, which takes as input the secret key sk and a
message d ∈ D and outputs an ORE ciphertext c. This is
the core design of an ORE scheme, which decides the data
security and the data comparison efficiency.
OREcmp (c1, c2): The comparison algorithm is a determin-

istic algorithm, which takes as input two ORE ciphertexts
{c1, c2} and returns a bit b ∈ {0, 1} as the comparison
result.

B. PASSWORD-AUTHENTICATED KEY EXCHANGE
Password-authenticated key exchange (PAKE) is a crypto-
graphic protocol which allows two parties (say party A and
party B) to safely derive a pair of cryptographic session keys
from their passwords. Let pwA denote the password of party
A and pwB the password of party B. Each party will supply
his own password as the input to the PAKE protocol. In the
end of protocol execution, each party will derive a session
key. Let kA denote the session key of party A and kB the
session key of partyA. The security of PAKE [12] ensure that
if and only if pwA is equal to pwB, kA is equal to kB, while the
password of each party is kept confidential against each other.
Meanwhile, an eavesdropper would not be able to brute force
guess a passwordwithout further interactions with the parties.
Such property allows even weak passwords to be used in the
protocol without compromising security.

IV. PRIVACY-PRESERVING RANGE SEARCH
ON TARGETED COUPONS
In this section, we present our security design for
privacy-preserving range search on targeted coupons. The
goal is to enable the user to search in the ciphertext domain
for targeted coupons with discount information that the user
is interested in. Note that as the discount information of a
targeted coupon (e.g., 10%) generally can be represented
by its associated integer value, e.g., 10 for 10%, without
involving the symbol ‘‘%,’’ we can treat the problem of
discount value comparison as integer comparison. So what
we need to consider is how to support secure range query on
encrypted integer values.

A. DESIGN RATIONALE
It is necessary for coupon applications to support range
queries. For example, the user wants to obtain the coupons
of which the discounts lie in the range of user’s request.
To enable secure range queries over encrypted data, one
promising technique in the current literature is ORE. How-
ever, existing ORE schemes can achieve semantic security
only before the ciphertexts get compared. After the compar-
ison, certain information will be leaked. Recent advanced
ORE attacks [13]–[16] have been presented, which exploit
these leakages to compromise data confidentiality. In addi-
tion, the most secure ORE design [17], as far as we know, are
not efficient enough. It needs to calculate the pairing result

Algorithm 1 OREenc: ORE Ciphertext Encryption
Input: Private key k; hash function h; discount value v;

attribute C ; block values {v∗1, .., v
∗

2d }; order
cmp ∈ {>,<}; secure PRP π ; secure PRF
{F,G1,G2}.

Output: ORE ciphertext ctR.
1 Generate a nonce γ ;
2 k1← F(k,C||1), k2← F(k,C||2);
3 for i ∈ {1, b} do
4 for j ∈ {1, 2d } do
5 if vi 6= v∗j then
6 tj← G1(k1, v∗j ||cmp);

si,j← G2(k2, tj||v|i−1);
zi,j← ‘‘true′′ ⊕ h(si,j||γ );

7 ctR|i← zi,1, .., zi,2d−1; // the i-th block entry

8 ctR← {ctR|π (1), .., ctR|π (b), γ };

in each block comparison. Therefore, directly using current
ORE schemes is not sufficient to serve the needs of secure
discount search.

Motivated by the observations above, our goal is to devise
a new secure and efficient range query scheme. For security,
our design builds upon the existing ORE scheme proposed
by Lewi et al. [17], which is the most secure design in the
practical area. Then, we observe that the main reason for the
possible attacks is that the order information is revealed after
ORE comparison. Therefore, we aim to hide the comparison
result in queries and results. This property can be achieved
by tokenizing the orders in each ORE blocks. On the other
hand, we propose to hide the location of the first different
blocks. As recognized in [17], this leakage primarily comes
from the ORE comparison mechanism, i.e., block-by-block
comparison in sequence. To reduce this leakage, we apply
secure permutation on the encrypted blocks. But simply per-
muting those blocks could cause mismatches. To address
this issue, we propose to embed the hash value of each
block’s prefix into the block cipher. Due to the unique-
ness of the prefix in each block, the ORE token matching
operation can still correctly be performed even blocks are
shuffled.

B. OUR ORE CONSTRUCTION
Let |v| be the bit length of an integer value v, b denotes the
number of blocks, and d represents the bit length of each
block. That is, b × d = |v|. Given a |v|-bit string, vi is the
i-th block value, and v|i−1 is the prefix. {v∗1, .., v

∗

2d } are all
possible block values for d-bit design. For instance, if d =
2 bits, it contains total 22 possible values {00, 01, 10, 11}.
We use ‘‘||’’ to denote the concatenation. Our ORE scheme
5 = {OREenc,OREtoken,OREcmp} is defined as follows:
• OREenc(k, v||C): As shown in Algorithm 1, the encryp-
tion performed on the vendor side proceeds as follows.
Firstly, the vendor generates the private keys {k1, k2}
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Algorithm 2 OREtoken: ORE Token Generation
Input: private key k; order condition cmp ∈ {>,<};

discount value v; coupon attribute C ; secure PRP
π ; secure PRF {G1,G2}.

Output: ORE query token ctL .
1 k1← F(k,C||1), k2← F(k,C||2);
2 for i ∈ {1, b} do
3 ti← G1(k1, vi||cmp);
4 ctL|i← G2(k2, ti||v|i−1);

5 ctL ← {ctL|π (1), .., ctL|π (b)};

Algorithm 3 OREcmp: ORE Ciphertext Comparison

Input: ORE query token ctL , ORE ciphertext ctR.
Output: true or false.

1 ctL|1, .., ctL|b← ctL ;
2 ctR|1, .., ctR|b, γ ← ctR;
3 for i ∈ {1, b} do
4 zi,1, .., zi,2d−1← ctR|i;
5 for j ∈ {1, 2d − 1} do
6 flg← zi,j ⊕ h(ctL|i||γ );

7 if flg == ‘‘true’’ then
8 Output true; // return coupon to client

9 Output false;

based on the coupon attribute C . Then, the vendor
divides the discount value v into b blocks with d bit
length, and each sub-block with the comparison result
v∗j ||cmp is secretly embedded with the prefix value
via pseudorandom functions (PRFs) which are func-
tions that produce pseudorandom output indistinguish-
able from random sequences. After that, the vendor adds
a check flag ‘‘true’’ to the hash value of the above entry
by XORing operation. Finally, the vendor permutes all
the blocks via a pseudorandom permutation (PRP) π ,
a function that is indistinguishable from a random per-
mutation, and outputs the ORE ciphertext ctR.

• OREtoken(k, v||C||cmp): Given a discount value v with
an attribute C and the order condition cmp ∈ {>,<},
token generation performed on the user side is illustrated
in Algorithm 2. In particular, the user firstly divides the
discount value v into b blocks with d bits equal length.
For each block i ∈ [1, b], the user encrypts the block
value vi with the order cmp, and embeds it with the prefix
value. Finally, the user permutes each block randomly,
and outputs the discount query token ctL .

• OREcmp(ctL , ctR): Given the ORE query token ctL =
{ctL|1, .., ctL|b} and the ORE ciphertext ctR =

{ctR|1, .., ctR|b, γ }, the search procedure on the broker
side is shown in Algorithm 3. In particular, the broker
first tries to find the matched block pair that satisfies
ctL|i = ctR|i by XORing each sub block of ctR|i with the

hash value h(ctL|i||r). If it exists, the check flag ‘‘true’’
will be revealed, and the corresponding coupon will be
returned to client. Otherwise, the broker outputs ‘‘false.’’

Our ORE construction guarantees that the broker learns
neither order relations across different discounts, nor two
different requests are conducted in the same order. Besides,
it can protect the position of the first different block by
random permutation. Therefore, recent attacks that rely on
these leakages can hardly be launched anymore. Due to the
deterministic property of PRF, the discount comparison can
still correctly be performed via token matching.

C. PROTOCOL OF PRIVACY-PRESERVING RANGE
SEARCH FOR TARGETED COUPONS
Based on our new ORE construction, we now present the
complete protocol for privacy-preserving range search on
coupon discounts. At a high level, the protocol proceeds as
follows. The vendor first encrypts all his coupons with an
AES algorithm and all the coupons’ discounts with their
attributes by the aboveOREenc algorithm. Then he outsources
all of them to the broker. When the user queries for coupons,
he generates a search token by the OREtoken algorithm. Then
he sends the token to the broker for searching the candidate
coupon collection via the OREcmp algorithm. Specifically,
our secure discount search protocol includes the initialization
phase and secure discount search phase. The details of these
steps are as follows.
• INITIALIZATION: In this initialization phase, the vendor

first uses its private key to generate encrypted coupons. Then,
he performs the OREenc algorithm to encrypt each coupon’s
discount with the corresponding attribute. After the comple-
tion of coupon encryption, all these entries will be sent to the
broker.

1) The vendor generates two keys {k, k i1} by using the
key generation function KeyGen

(
1λ

)
, where λ is the

security parameter.
2) The vendor encrypts each targeted coupon mi by

computing cmi ← SE
(
k i1,mi ‖ ζ ‖ η ‖ σ

)
, where

SE is a symmetric encryption algorithm, ζ is an
identifier uniquely identifying the coupon, η is
the price associated with the coupon, and σ =

sig (H (H (mi ‖ ζ ) ‖ η)) is a signature indicating the
validity of the coupon, and H (·) is a hash function.

3) The vendor calls the ORE encryption function OREenc
to generate the ORE ciphertexts of coupons’ discounts
with their attributes, i.e., ct iR← OREenc (k, vi||Ci).

4) The vendor sends {cmi, ct iR} to the broker and sends the
secret key k to the user via a secure channel.

• SECURE COUPON DISCOUNT SEARCH: In the search phase,
the user first generates the token via OREtoken algorithm.
Then, he sends the token to the broker. After receiving the
token, the broker uses it to locate the matched coupons by
running OREcmp algorithm. Finally, the broker returns the
matched coupons to the user, and notices the vendor and the
user start the eligibility test protocol. The detailed steps are
as follows:
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of the ORE tokens and ciphertexts in our protocol of encrypted range search on coupon discounts.

1) The user encrypts his query by computing ctL ←
OREtoken(k, v||C||cmp) and sends the ctL to the broker.

2) The broker compares ctL with each ORE ciphertext ct iR
in turn by using OREcmp(ctL , ct iR). The broker adds the
cmi to the candidate coupon collection, if the check flag
of ct iR is revealed to be ‘‘true.’’ The broker returns the
candidate coupon collection to the user, when all the
encrypted discounts have been checked.

We give an example in Fig. 2 on ORE tokens and cipher-
texts in our protocol so as to better illustrate how to search
for coupons of which the discount values are greater than the
token value. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the value 10 of the coupon
discount information ‘‘10% off’’ is expressed as ‘‘1010’’ in
binary form. It is divided into two blocks {10, 10}. Each
block is embedded with the order information and the prefix
values via two secure PRF G1 and G2. The ORE comparison
algorithm shows two cases. In the first case, to search for the
coupons of which the discounts are more than 5% off, the user
first generates the ORE token of value ‘‘0101’’ based on the
order condition ‘‘>,’’ as shown in Fig. 2(a). Then the broker
attempts to find the matched block via XORing the token
with encrypted discount by entry. The result shows that the
highlighted entries will reveal the check flag ‘‘true,’’ which
represents that the coupon’s discount is more than 5% off.
In the second case, to search for the coupons of which the
discount values are more than 15% off, the user first generates
the ORE token of value ‘‘1111’’ based on the order condition
‘‘>,’’ as shown in Fig. 2(a). Then the server attempts to find
the matched block via XORing the token with the encrypted
discount by entry. The result shows there is no entry matching
the token which means that the coupon’s discount is no more
than 15% off.

D. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We now formally prove the security strength of our design
that can achieve strong protection on coupons’ discounts and
user privacy. Besides, we further discuss how our design can
defend against recently advanced leakage-abuse attacks on
encrypted range-based operations. Since our protocol is based
on symmetric-key based searchable encryption, we follow
the existing security framework of search over encrypted
data [18] to conduct security analysis.

Our new ORE design is built on top of the ORE scheme
proposed in [17], which naturally inherits the property of

semantic security. That is, an outside attacker who steals and
dumps the ORE ciphertext cannot derive any useful infor-
mation from it. Based on the security strength, we precisely
describe the leakages in running our secure discount search
protocol and formalize the simulation-based security defini-
tion. Specifically, we define the views of an adversary who
can access to the broker server.When the system is initialized,
the adversary can observe the number of ORE ciphertext n,
each ciphertext size |ctR|, the bit length of each sub-block |z|,
the number of blocks b with d sub-block in each ciphertext,
and random nonces γ . The leakages of the initialization phase
are defined as L1.

L1(ctR) = (b, d, {|ctR|, |z|, γ }n)

In the secure discount search phase, the adversary can obtain
the access pattern, i.e., the matched ORE ciphertexts and
corresponding encrypted blocks. Specifically, when a client
sends a token to the broker, the adversary obtains the number
of matched encrypted discounts m, the significant different
block zi,j (i ∈ {1, b}, j ∈ {1, d}) between the search token
and the encrypted discount ctR, the check flag ‘‘true,’’ and
the unique nonce γ. The leakage L2 is defined as:

L2(v||C||cmp) = (‘‘true’’, {zi,j, γ }m)

After the search phase, due to the deterministic property of
the query token, the adversary also learns the access pattern.
We define the leakageL3 to track the access pattern as follow:

L3(M) = (Mq×q)

where q is the number of tokens sent by the user. Mq×q
maintains the repeated requests. Each element in the Mq×q
is set to be 0 at first. The elements of matrix Mi,j and Mj,i
should be set as 1 if token ti equals token tj. Given the leakage
definitions, the simulation-based security definition of our
scheme is given as follows:
Definition 1: Let � = (KeyGen,Build,Query) be our

scheme for secure discount search. Let A be a probabilistic
polynomial time (PPT) adversary and S be a PPT simulator.
Given leakage L1, L2 and L3, we define two probabilistic
experiments RealA(k) and IdealA,S (k):
RealA(k): The vendor executes KeyGen(1λ) for private

keys.A selects a set of coupons and asks the vendor to encrypt
their discounts via Build (algorithm 1). Then A conducts
a polynomial number of q queries and asks the vendor for
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secure tokens and query results via Query (algorithm 3).
Finally, A returns a bit as the output.
IdealA,S (k): A selects a set of coupons m. Then S sim-

ulates ORE ciphertexts for A based on L1. A performs a
polynomial number of q requests. According to the leakages
L2 and L3, S returns the simulated tokens and the search
results. Finally, A returns a bit as the output.
� holds the non-adaptively secure with leakages

(L1,L2,L3) if for all PPT adversaries A, there exists a sim-
ulator S such that: Pr[RealA(k) = 1] − Pr[IdealA,S (k) =
1] ≤ negl(k), where negl(k) is a negligible function in k.
Theorem 1: � is non-adaptively secure with (L1, L2, L3)

if F,G1,G2 are secure PRFs.
Proof: Given L1, the simulator S generates the simu-

lated discount ct ′R, which is indistinguishable from the real
one ctR. Specifically, the sizes of ct ′R is |ctR|, which is the
same as the real one. For each simulated ORE ciphertext,
it contains b × d sub block entries with equal bit length |z|.
But S generates random strings for each sub block.
According to L2, S simulates the first token and its corre-

sponding search result. The S randomly selects m encrypted
discount entries. Note that the number of entries m is the
same as that runs in the Real game, and assigns the result-
ing check flags ‘‘true’’ to the each of the simulated entry
which has been selected. Then the mask can be simulated as
‘‘true’’⊕ h(z′i,j||γ ), where z

′
i,j is a random string as the simu-

lated token. It can be derived fromOG2 (OG1 (vi||cmp)||v|i−1),
where {OG1 ,OG2} are random oracles.Meanwhile,S updates
M1,1 = 1 in a matrix Mq×q according to L3.
In the j − th query (for j ∈ {2, q}), if L3 indicates that the

query has appeared before, S forms the same tokens as before
and selects the same discount entries. Meanwhile, it updates
the elementM1×j andMj×1 to be ‘‘1.’’ Otherwise, S simulates
a new token and selects other discount entries to reset the
check flag to ‘‘true’’ by following the procedure of the first
request via L2.

Due to the pseudo-randomness of PRF, the secure hash
function and the semantic security of symmetric encryption,
A cannot distinguish the outputs of the real experiment and
the simulated one. �
Discussion.We further discuss how our design can defend

against recent attacks on ORE. According to the leakage
classification in [14], we first classify the attacks into two
main categories: (1) Ideal leakage based attacks; and (2)Most
significant-different bit leakage profile (MSDB) leakage
based attacks. Then we roughly describe how these attacks
work and show that our design can defend against these
attacks.

We first discuss the ideal leakage based attacks. The Ideal
leakage profile contains minimal information. It only con-
tains the ciphertext distribution before searching and the
order information of plaintexts after searching. The existing
attacks exploiting Ideal leakage can be classified into two cat-
egories according to the auxiliary knowledge: (1) inference
attacks; (2) reconstruction attacks. We discuss the possibility

of preventing these attacks against our ORE scheme in the
following.

All the existing inference attacks [13]–[16] reveal the
ciphertexts by mapping each ciphertext to data in the publicly
available dataset. The mapping function is mainly based on
the order relations of the ciphertexts. Given that our ORE
scheme hides the order information by tokenizing the order
information and comparing the ciphertexts by text matching,
our proposed scheme will not leak the order information in
both token generation and the ciphertext comparison. There-
fore, it naturally defends against these attacks.

The reconstruction attacks [19], [20] further reduce the
leakage requirement of the inference attacks. They only
exploit the access pattern (i.e., the search result) or the
communication volume (i.e., the number of returned data)
to launch the attack. By observing the distribution of the
query result, the attacker can infer the relative ordering of
ciphertext. We are aware that adding dummy ciphertext can
mitigate this attack effectively. Meanwhile, we aware that the
success rate of these attacks highly relies on the distribution of
queries. It makes the attacker difficult to reveal the plaintext,
since the domain of our token is too large to collect enough
queries to reconstruct the indices (i.e., we tokenize the value,
the attribute and the order condition together.).

Next, we discussMSDB leakage based attacks. TheMSDB
leakage profile contains the most significant-different bit
between two ciphertexts after searching. All the existing
attacks [14], [15] need to exploit MSDB leakage to assign the
bits of ciphertexts which has already been revealed. Since we
encrypt the plaintext by block and use the secure permutation
to hide the location of the first different block, the attacker
cannot directly point out the leaky block belongs to which
position in the plaintext. Therefore, these two attacks are
failed to reveal the bit in MSDB leakage profile.

V. PRIVACY-PRESERVING BEHAVIORAL TARGETING
FOR COUPON DELIVERY
After a user gets back a set of encrypted targeted coupons
through the above privacy-preserving range search process,
our system then supports behavioral targeting to enable a user
to decrypt targeted coupons that he is eligible for, while pre-
serving the privacy of both the user’s behavioral profile and
the vendor’s targeting profile. In the following, we give our
security design to support such privacy-preserving behavioral
targeting. For simplicity of presentation, wewill first focus on
the support for privacy-preserving exacting profile matching
in our design, and then discuss how to support approximate
profile matching.

A. DESIGN RATIONALE
As the user has the ciphertexts of targeted coupons from
the privacy-preserving range search procedure, we need
to consider how to securely transfer the coupon encryp-
tion keys to eligible users. Our basic idea for supporting
privacy-preserving behavioral targeting is to let the user and
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the vendor engage in a PAKE-based protocol, in which the
user inputs the behavioral profile as his ‘‘password’’ and the
vendor inputs the targeting profile as his ‘‘password.’’ From
the PAKE-based protocol execution for a targeted coupon,
the vendor and the user will produce their own session key
respectively. Then, the vendor uses his session key to encrypt
the coupon encryption key for that targeted coupon, and
sends the key ciphertext to the user. The user uses his own
session key to decrypt the received ciphertext of the coupon
encryption key. Here, the property of PAKE, as introduced
above, ensures that the user can produce the same session
key as the vendor and so can successfully recover the coupon
encryption key, if and only if his behavioral profile exactly
matches the vendor’s targeting profile.

To apply the above basic idea for privacy-preserving
behavioral targeting, some practical considerations should be
further addressed. Firstly, the whole protocol must have only
one round, even the user holds multiple encrypted targeted
coupons. This allows the exchange of messages in PAKE
to be easily facilitated by the broker. Here, the aid of the
broker for simply forwarding messages is to prevent the
vendor from knowing about with which user he is running
the private behavioral targeting protocol. Hiding such infor-
mation respects the privacy of the user. As the vendor knows
the discount information of each targeted coupon, knowing
which user is running the PAKE-based protocol enables the
vendor to learn the interests of the user.

Secondly, it would be desirable to have a protocol that
supports the execution of multiple PAKE instances in par-
allel. Meanwhile, while the vendor may have a targeting
profile per targeted coupon, the user has only one behav-
ioral profile. So, it should be possible for the user to use
the same behavioral profile in concurrent PAKE instances.
To cater for such practical needs, we delicately employ the
SPAKE2 cryptographic primitive proposed in [12] as a base
for our privacy-preserving behavioral targeting design. The
SPAKE2 supports PAKE in the concurrent setting and sup-
ports the use of same input and one-round execution [21].

B. PROTOCOL OF PRIVACY-PRESERVING
BEHAVIORAL TARGETING
We now present the protocol for privacy-reserving behavioral
targeting. Suppose that the user receives a set of encrypted
targeted coupons {cm1, · · · , cml} from the broker at the
privacy-preserving range search process. Besides, following
existing works [4]–[6], the user’s behavioral profile is rep-
resented as a vector a where each element in the vector is
an integer referring to the value of certain attribute such as
the number of products which a user purchased, the average
number of products per purchase, and the number of carts
that a user has created. Likewise, the targeting profile for a
targeted coupon is also represented as a vector b with the
same dimension, which characterizes the user behavior that
the vendor wants to target.

At a high level, the protocol proceeds as follows. Through
the aid of the broker, the user runs a SPAKE2-based protocol

with the vendor, and produces a set of session keys {si}.
The vendor also produces a set of session keys {svi}, and
uses each svi to encrypt the coupon encryption key k i1 cor-
responding to the targeted coupon ciphertext cmi. The user
receives the ciphertext of the coupon encryption key for each
targeted coupon cmi, and uses his corresponding session key
to decrypt the ciphertext. If and only if the user’ behavioral
profile exactly matches the targeting profile of the targeted
coupon cmi, the user can successfully recover the targeted
coupon cmi. In detail, the whole protocol proceeds as follows.
• SETUP: The setup phase establishes a set of system-wide

public parameters. In particular, the following public param-
eters are generated: a finite cyclic group G of order p, where
p is a large prime and its generator is an element g; a public
elementmv associated with the vendor; two hash functions h1
and h2 considered as two random oracles; an identifier IDv for
the vendor. Note that we fix the output length of hash function
h2 to be the same as the length of k i1.
• PRIVATE BEHAVIORAL TARGETING: The broker randomly

generates an elementmu ∈ G and an identifier IDu for the user
and sends it to both the user and the vendor. Then, it proceeds
as follows.

1) The vendor computes Y ∗i = gyimh1(bi)v for the targeting
profile bi of each tested targeted coupon cmi, where
yi ∈R Zp.

2) The user computes X∗ = gxmh1(a)u , where x ∈R Zp, and
sends X∗ to the vendor through the broker;

3) The vendor computes Kvi =
(
X∗/muh1(bi)

)yi and the
session key svi = h2

(
IDu, IDv,X∗,Y ∗i ,Kvi

)
, for each

i ∈ {1, · · · , l}.
4) The vendor encrypts each coupon encryption key k i1 by

computing ck i1
= k i1⊕ svi , and sends {ck i1

,Y ∗i }
l
i=1 to the

user through the broker.
5) The user computes Ki =

(
Y ∗i /mv

h1(a)
)x

and the ses-
sion keys si = h2

(
IDu, IDv,X∗,Y ∗i ,Ki

)
, for each

i ∈ {1, · · · , l}. Then the user decrypts each cipher-
text ck i1

via k i
′

1 = ck i1
⊕ si, and obtains the correct

coupon plaintext mi (si = svi ) or a dummy plaintext
(if si 6= svi ).

Remarks: The above protocol is advantageous in that it
allows the user to concurrently perform eligibility tests for
each (encrypted) targeted coupon. Although our above pro-
tocol focuses on behavioral targeting via exact matching
of profiles, we note that our design is flexible enough to
support approximate matching. That is, we can resort to
locality-sensitive hashing (LSH), a technique for similarity
search, to compute the LSH values of profiles [22], [23].
Then, approximate profile matching can be transformed into
exact matching of LSH values of profiles.

C. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The security of our privacy-preserving behavioral target-
ing protocol directly follows from that of SPAKE2 [12].
Specifically, the security of SPAKE2 ensures that the
input (i.e., behavioral profile) of the user and the input
(i.e., targeting profile) of the vendor are protected against
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each other. So, the vendor learns no information about the
user’s behavioral profile through the behavioral targeting
process. Besides, as the interaction with the user is through
the broker, the vendor is oblivious to which user he inter-
acts with, so the vendor knows nothing about which user is
interested in the specific discount information of the tested
targeted coupons. Moreover, as the decryption of targeted
coupons is performed on the user side, the vendor also learns
nothing about the user’s eligibility status. As for the security
against the user, it is ensured that non-eligible users learn
nothing about the targeting profile except his non-eligibility
status. From the SPAKE2-based protocol, non-eligible users
obtain session keys not matching the vendor’s session keys
and thus are not able to obtain the coupon encryption keys.
Note that the broker simply helps route messages between
the vendor and the user. The security of SPAKE2 ensures that
these exchangedmessages are indistinguishable from random
values and the broker learns nothing.

VI. SECURE BLOCKCHAIN-EMPOWERED REDEMPTION
OF TARGETED COUPONS
In this section, we explore how to leverage the emerg-
ing blockchain technology to support transparent yet
privacy-preserving redemption of targeted coupons.

A. DESIGN RATIONALE
Recall that in our redemption process, there are three partici-
pating parties, including the user, the vendor, and the broker.
The user is the one who initiates the redemption procedure
to redeem one of his targeted coupons for commodity or
service on the vendor side. A conventional redemption pro-
cedure would be as follows: After deciding which coupon to
redeem, the user sends the selected coupon to the vendor for
requesting redemption. Once receiving a redemption request,
the vendor checks the coupon’s validity and accepts the
request if the validation procedure passes. In the meantime,
if the coupon is successfully redeemed, the user pays the price
associatedwith the redeemed coupon, and the vendor pays the
broker a certain service fee as a reward for successful coupon
redemption.

However, the above conventional approach is vendor-
centric and is not fair to the broker. In particular, the vendor
may cheat in the coupon redemption rates so as to underpay
the broker. In the extreme case, the vendor may cheat that
no user has ever redeemed a coupon, so as to repudiate the
payment to the broker. We note that the above problems are
due to the lack of transparency in the redemption process,
so our insight is to make the redemption of targeted coupons
transparent. We propose to leverage the emerging blockchain
technology to support transparent coupon redemption, so as
to enable the broker to know whenever a redemption
request occurs and that he is entitled to earn the service
fees.

At a high level, instead of validating each targeted coupon
on the vendor side, we conduct the validation process
transparently on the blockchain. For on-chain data privacy

protection, the user will provide a hash of the targeted
coupon to the blockchain for validation rather than the tar-
geted coupon in cleartext. Once the coupon is validated,
the redeemed coupon will be logged and the service fee will
be automatically paid to the broker. The blockchain will also
check whether a coupon has been redeemed before so as to
prevent coupon reuse. If it is detected that a coupon has been
used redeemed, the redemption request of the user will be
rejected. Because the service fee will be automatically paid
via the blockchain to the broker once a redemption request
is validated, the vendor now is not able to cheat in coupon
redemption rates and underpay or repudiate the service fee to
the broker.

B. PROTOCOL OF BLOCKCHAIN-EMPOWERED
SECURE COUPON REDEMPTION
We now present our blockchain-empowered secure coupon
redemption. The user initiates the redemption process by
sending a redemption request for a particular targeted coupon
to the blockchain. The blockchain then verifies the coupon,
including whether it has been redeemed before and whether
the coupon is valid. If the coupon is verified, the blockchain
automatically transfers money to the vendor and the bro-
ker accordingly. We assume that the blockchain initiates an
empty redemption list I at the setup stage, and the public
key of the vendor, i.e., pkvendor , is correctly recorded. Also,
we assume that the service fee for the broker per successful
coupon redemption is fixed as η?, and that both the user and
vendor have sufficient money deposited in their blockchain
accounts. Here, we use Accountu, Accountv, and Accountb,
to respectively denote the blockchain account of the user,
the vendor, and the broker. We now describe the details of
our protocol.
• REDEMPTION REQUEST GENERATION: The user computes

the redemption request re for a targeted coupon m, and sends
it to the blockchain. Specifically,

1) The user first computes the hash result H (m ‖ ζ ).
2) Then, the user constructs the coupon redemption

request re = {H (m ‖ ζ ) , η, σ }. Here, recall that ζ
is an identifier uniquely identifying the coupon, η
is the price associated with the coupon, and σ =
sig (H (H (m ‖ ζ ) ‖ η)) is a signature indicating the
validity of the coupon. The user sends re to the
blockchain.

• REDEMPTION VERIFICATION AND AUTOMATIC PAYMENT:
Upon receiving the redemption request re, the processing on
the blockchain proceeds as follows.

1) The blockchain looks up the redemption list I to check
whether {H (m ‖ ζ ) , σ } is in I .

2) If there is a hit, the blockchain rejects the redemption
request.

3) Otherwise, the blockchain computes π ← H
(H (m ‖ ζ ) ‖ η) and verifies the attached signature σ
via Verifypkvendor (π, σ ) to ensure that the coupon is
indeed issued by the vendor and is valid.
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4) If σ is valid, the blockchain adds {H (m ‖ ζ ), σ } to
the redemption list I . In the meantime, the blockchain
transfers money from the user to the vendor via
Accountv

η
←− Accountu, and transfers money from the

vendor to the broker via Accountb
η?
←− Accountv.

C. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The transparency and correctness of computation on the
blockchain [24] ensure that the whole coupon redemption
process is transparent and correctly enforced. This guarantees
that a successfully redeemed coupon must be valid (through
enforced signature verification) and cannot be reused; the
vendor cannot cheat in the coupon redemption rates for
underpaying/repudiating services fees to the broker. In addi-
tion, the targeted coupons are never exposed to the transpar-
ent blockchain. The blockchain only receives the hash that
uniquely identifies a coupon and public information such as
price information and signatures. So the content of a targeted
coupon is well protected.

VII. EXPERIMENTS
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
We implement our secure range query design in C++ and
secure behavioral targeting in Python (v 2.7.6). We deploy
the two programs on a machine which is equipped with
Intel Xeon E5-2680 8-core CPU (2.7GHz) and 32 GB mem-
ory running Ubuntu version 16.04. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of our secure coupon delivery design, we use the
Ethereum test network, i.e., Rinkeby, to test the on-chain
cost of our secure coupon redemption. The smart con-
tract is implemented by the Ethereum programming lan-
guage Solidity (v0.5.2). We use OpenSSL (v1.0.2g) for the
implementation of cryptographic building blocks, includ-
ing symmetric-key encryption via AES-256, pseudo-random
function via HMAC-256. The signature function is imple-
mented by the Elliptic-Curve Digital Signature algorithm
(ECDSA). Here, we select a real-world dataset to evalu-
ate the performance of our design. The test data comes
from an open-source dataset for the coupon purchase pre-
diction.1 It contains a year of transactional records for
22873 users, and we choose two sub-files from predic-
tion files as the experimental dataset. The first file is
selected from ‘‘coupon_list_train.csv,’’ which includes the
discount information for all coupons. The second file
is ‘‘coupon_visit_train.csv,’’ which contains users’ brows-
ing logs and purchase logs. To test the efficiency of
our encrypted discount search, we encrypt the column of
‘‘price_rate’’ in ‘‘coupon_list_train.csv,’’ and evaluate the
search latency. For the behavior targeting test, we select
two column records ‘‘purchase_flg’’ and ‘‘i_date’’ from
‘‘coupon_visit_train.csv’’ file. Here, we assume that the ven-
dor decides to give the coupons to a customer based on the
past purchase behavior and browsing behavior. In the coupon
redemption, the customer randomly selects a coupon from the

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/coupon-purchase-prediction.

TABLE 1. Storage overhead of ORE ciphertexts under varying parameter
settings.

candidate coupons which have been correctly decrypted in
the behavioral targeting process. For the ‘‘double payment’’
checking, the initial coupon redeemed list is formed by check-
ing the ‘‘purchase_flg’’ in ‘‘coupon_visit_train.csv’’ file.

B. EVALUATION RESULTS
We now present the experiment results for different phases
respectively, including system setup, encrypted range search
on coupon discounts, privacy-preserving behavioral target-
ing, and secure blockchain-empowered coupon redemption.

1) SYSTEM SETUP
We first examine the performance on the system setup in
which the vendor encrypts targeted coupons and stores them
at the broker. In particular, we examine the storage overhead
due to ORE ciphertexts for supporting encrypted range search
and the computation overhead due to the generation of ORE
ciphertexts.

a: STORAGE OVERHEAD
Recall that in the system setup phase, the vendor needs to take
OREenc algorithm to encrypt the discounts of the coupons
and outsources the encrypted coupons with the encrypted
discounts to the broker. Since the coupon encryption algo-
rithm is not the focus of our design (it can be easily imple-
mented by AES), we only test the storage overhead of the
encrypted discounts. Given that OREenc encrypts the dis-
counts by blocks, the bit length of the block will directly
affect the size of an ORE ciphertext. Therefore, we take the
2-bit, 4-bit and 8-bit parameter settings as the bit length of
sub-block for the ORE encryption and examine the cipher-
text size. To accurately assess the storage overhead due to
the ORE encryption algorithm, we respectively select 3000,
6000, 9000, 12000 and 15000 coupons’ discount values from
the ‘‘coupon_list_train.csv’’ dataset to test their storage over-
head. Note that, the storage overhead of each discount value
in the ‘‘coupon_list_train.csv’’ dataset takes 32 bits.
For the b-bit ORE design, each block contains 2b − 1 sub-

blocks, where each is truncated as 32 bits. With a 128- bit
nonce, the ciphertext size for a 32 bit discount is 128+32/b×
(2b−1)×32 bits. From Table 1, we see that the experimental
results are in line with expectations. In addition, the exper-
imental results also show that the storage overhead of the
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FIGURE 3. Performance evaluation results.

encrypted discounts increases as the block length increases,
but it is practically acceptable.

b: COMPUTATION OVERHEAD
Similar to the evaluation of storage overhead, we also take
the 2-bit, 4-bit and 8-bit parameter settings to examine the
computation overhead in encrypting the discounts of all the
coupons. Here, we respectively select 800, 1600, 3200, 6400
and 12800 discounts from coupon_list_train.csv to test the
computation overhead in our OREenc algorithm.

Fig. 3(a) presents the time costs in the discount encryp-
tion over the above-mentioned five discount value datasets,
respectively. In principle, the computation overhead is mainly
dependent on the partitioning method and the number of dis-
count values (i.e., number of coupons). As shown in Fig. 3(a),
the experimental results are consistent with this principle.
Specifically, for 800 discount values, the time cost increases
from 0.035s to 0.414s when the parameter setting increases
from 2-bit to 8-bit. In addition, the time cost for the 8-bit
ORE design increases from about 0.41s to approximately
6.71s when the number of discount values increases from
0.8K to 12.8K. Although the time cost of the discount value
encryption will continue to increase as the number of the
discount values increases, our proposed design is still capable
to handle the task of privacy-preserving range search. It is
because that the system initialization phase is a one-time cost.
The vendor only needs to encrypt the discount values once in
the system lifetime. Besides, considering the security guar-
antee given by our ORE design, the computation overhead of
our ORE encryption is still acceptable.

2) ENCRYPTED RANGE SEARCH ON COUPON DISCOUNTS
We now examine the performance of search latency when
a user searches for coupons with discounts in a particular
range pertaining to the user’s interests. Given that our coupon
discount search algorithm is implemented by leveraging our
OREcmp algorithm to compare the token with each ciphertext
of the discounts stored in the broker, we test the efficiency
of our OREcmp algorithm under different sizes of discount
value datasets which are stored in the broker. Furthermore, we

leverage the same datasets as those used to test the com-
putation overhead of OREenc to evaluate the impact of the
discount dataset size on search efficiency. In addition, given
that the parameter setting of OREenc will influence the effi-
ciency of OREcmp, we respectively test the search efficiency
under different parameter settings, including 2-bit, 4-bit and
8-bit.

Fig. 3(b) shows the search latencies under different set-
tings. We find an interesting result that the 4-bit ORE scheme
achieves a better efficiency than other ORE schemes. Specif-
ically, when the number of discount values (i.e., number of
coupons) is 1600, the query latencywith the 4-bit ORE design
is around 1.1s, which is roughly one-third of the latency with
the 8-bit design. Meanwhile, it takes 8.72s to sequentially
compare 12800 discount values with the token under 4-bit
ORE design, while the 2-bit design requires 12.72s. Kindly
note that the overhead mainly comes from the cost of blocks
matching and cryptographic operations during the ORE com-
parison. Since the 4-bit design requires less comparison than
the 2-bit design, it would be desirable to have better per-
formance. However, this is not to say that the larger each
block, the more efficient the range search. From Fig. 3(b),
we observe that the ORE ciphertext size increases by almost
8.3× from the 4-bit design to the 8-bit design. It is because
that reading a large size ciphertext will introduce a significant
overhead. Thus, the 4-bit construction has a better perfor-
mance than the 8-bit construction. Overall, the evaluation
results shown in Fig. 3(b) confirms that our design can sup-
port secure coupon discount search efficiently.

3) PRIVACY-PRESERVING BEHAVIORAL TARGETING
We now examine the performance of privacy-preserving
behavioral targeting. Recall that our privacy-preserving
behavioral targeting design leverages SPAKE2 to enable eli-
gible users to obtain the coupon decryption keys. Given that
SPAKE2 can be used in the concurrent setting, we focus on
measuring the computation cost on the user side for eligibility
test over a varying number of targeted coupons. In specific,
we randomly select 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800 coupons as
the selected coupons to test the user’s computation costs in
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TABLE 2. On-chain cost of coupon redemption.

the private behavioral targeting process so as to derive the
coupon decryption keys.

Fig. 3(c) shows the user’ computation overhead in
privacy-preserving behavioral targeting. In principle, the cost
increases while the number of candidate coupons increases.
This is because although the user only needs to compute the
encrypted behavioral profile X∗ once in the whole eligibility
test process, he still needs to sequentially calculate the session
keys si to decrypt each key k i

′

1 used to encrypt the candidate
coupons and decrypt each coupon with the decrypted key.
From our experimental results, we can see that the experimen-
tal results fit the theoretical time complexity. For example,
when the number of coupons is 800, the user only needs to
spend 27.54s to test his eligibility. The results confirm that
our design performs satisfactorily at the performance.

4) SECURE BLOCKCHAIN-EMPOWERED
COUPON REDEMPTION
Recall that the blockchain is leveraged in our system for
transparent coupon redemption and business fraud preven-
tion. The blockchain-empowered coupon redemption process
consists of two main functions, i.e., 1) redemption request
submission which records user’s request on the blockchain,
and 2) redemption request verification which verifies the
validity of the coupon request and automatically rewards
the vendor and broker if the request is valid. To evaluate the
real cost of our coupon redemption process, we implement
and deploy the above two functions (in the form of smart
contracts) on the Ethereum test network, i.e., Rinkeby, and
evaluate how many gases have been consumed. In particu-
lar, there are two types of costs on the Rinkeby, including
transaction cost and execution cost, which is related to the
size of transaction data and the computational operations in
the Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) respectively. As of the
time of writing, the gas price of Ethereum equals to 2× 10−9

ether and each ether worths $269.06 USD [25]. We con-
duct the experiment with 100 randomly selected coupons
in the ‘‘coupon_list_train.csv.’’ The experimental results are
depicted in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can learn that the cost of the smart
contract deployment is about 1.68 million gas ($0.45 USD),
the cost of submitting a redemption request is about 0.31 mil-
lion gas ($0.08 USD), and the cost of verifying a redemption
request is about 0.15 million gas ($0.04 USD). The elabo-
rated experimental results have demonstrated the practically
affordable costs of using our blockchain-empowered design
for secure coupon redemption.

VIII. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to the line of works on ORE for secure
range queries. In the literature, the early result ([26]–[28]
to just list a few), also known as order-preserving encryp-
tion (OPE), only supports numeric comparison between the
ciphertexts, and the orders are directly learned from cipher-
texts. To improve security, the notion of ORE is proposed.
The ORE ciphertexts themselves do not show order rela-
tions, so as to defend against inference attacks. The first
ORE scheme is proposed by Boneh et al. [29]. However,
it is impractical to use. Later, a practical ORE scheme [8]
has been proposed to improve the efficiency of the ORE
algorithm [29]. However, it leaks the first different bit of
two messages. To mitigate this leakage, Lewi and Wu [17]
propose an ORE scheme that achieves semantic security
while leaks the first different bit block of two messages
during comparisons. The core idea of their scheme is to split
a message into bit blocks with equal length, and conduct
encrypted comparison from the first blocks of two messages.
Subsequently, Cash et al. [30] provide another different ORE
scheme based on bilinear pairing to further reduce the leakage
above, hiding the location of the first different block. In this
work, we start from the latest practical ORE scheme [17] for
secure range queries, and provide ORE comparison protocol
with guaranteed security to support privacy-preserving range
search on coupon discounts.

Our work is also akin to the research on privacy-aware
targeted coupon delivery, where few works have been
presented [4]–[6]. We note that these works all operate
under the user-vendor setting and focus only on the sup-
port for privacy-preserving behavioral targeting. In con-
trast, we present the first full-fledged system design that
simultaneously supports privacy-preserving range search
on coupon discounts, privacy-preserving behavioral target-
ing, and privacy-preserving blockchain-empowered trans-
parent coupon redemption. Note that for our design of
privacy-preserving behavioral targeting, we leverage PAKE
but work under a concurrent and broker-aided setting to fit
with our target scenario, which is also different from prior
works. We remark that the comprehensive practical func-
tionalities make our design a strong candidate for deploying
secure targeted coupon service in practice.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored and presented the first full-fledged
system design for targeted coupons service. We started with
the support for privacy-preserving range search on coupon
discounts, through proposing a customized security design
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integrating the advanced cryptographic technique ORE.
We then showed how to support privacy-preserving behav-
ioral targeting, by building on the cryptographic technique
SPAKE2 to efficiently support concurrent blind eligibility
test on multiple targeted coupons. We further considered the
problems residing in the conventional coupon redemption
process, and explored a new secure blockchain-empowered
coupon redemption design. We conducted extensive exper-
iments, and the results validated the practically affordable
performance of our system design.
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